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Abstract- Performance of optical character recognition is badly affected due to of various unwanted variations in a 
document. When these documents are used in optical character recognition then it will create misrecognition. The work 
presented in this paper is to remove the hand-drawn underlines and annotation lines from document like circular annotation, 
strikethrough lines, straight underlines, touched and untouched underlines, broken underlines and other text surrounding 
lines. Based on this observation, an RGB image is converted into lab color space for global features then divided into 
different clusters so that annotated area should be extracted from the background. Novelty of this method lies in its ability to 
compute the annotation area whether it touches the word and also detect strikethrough lines. Inpainting is used for removing 
of lines and filled the lost parts. 
 
Index Terms- Hand-Drawn Annotation Lines, Inpainting, Optical Character Recognition, Text Surrounding Lines. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Hand-drawn annotation lines create big problem in 
OCR system while doing preprocessing. It is essential 
to detect and remove the hand-drawn annotation lines 
from document image. Basically hand-drawn circular 
lines and surrounding lines are commonly seen in 
various documents while reading. For improving the 
accuracy of optical character recognition these types 
of lines should be removed from the documents, 
newspapers etc.  Due to annotation, lines in a 
document when these documents are used as input of 
some OCR engines it creates lots of misrecognition, 
so accuracy of OCR engine become low. 
 
In literature, very few works are available related 
with this problem. In particular, very less work found 
related to detection and removal of strikethrough 
lines. In hand-drawn annotation lines different types 
of annotation are used for summarizing some text by 
reader. To extract the metadata correctly from paper 
documents by using OCR, annotation line removal on 
the document image should be carried out. Printed 
document is used for this approach and different 
hand-drawn underlines are drawn by hand. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Adak and Bidyut (2014) proposed a scheme to 
detect  strike-through text/words. Graph based model 
was used to represent a textual connected component 
as a graph This graph based algorithm was tested on 
english,bengali and devnagri scripts[1]. 
Bai et al. (2004) proposed three-module path for 
underline detection and removal in Chinese/English 
OCR. In this paper the detection module used two 
method for detection of lines connected component 
analysis and bottom edge analysis[9]. 
Barve(2012)introduced Optical character recognition 
invoke to the process of translating images of hand- 

 
written, typewritten, or printed text into a pattern 
known by machines for the purpose of editing, 
indexing/searching, and a reduction in storage size[6]. 
Das and Banerjee(2014) represented a technique has 
been used for underline detection and removal in a 
Bengali and English document which have been 
confirmed to work for any kind of underline like 
touched, untouched using Gabor filter and connected 
component analysis [4]. 
Oba et al. (2009) introduced an underline removal 
method specific to Japanese business document. This 
paper deal with multi resolution image and 
normalized the input image[3]. 
Pratihar et al. (2013) proposed that OCR system 
was badly changed due to presence of hand-drawn 
annotation lines such as underlines, circular lines, and 
other text-surrounding curves. [5]. 
Pnevmatikakis and Maragos (2008) presented the 
inpainting problem for finding the text in images. 
This paper was the combination of 
inpaintingtechniques with simple morphological 
algorithm and the techniques of finding text[2]. 
Saba et al. (2014) introduced a comparison of 
various preprocessing techniques in offline script 
recognition. Some of them are hard such as line 
removal from text documents, skew removal, 
reference line detection etc. [7]. 
Singh and Mahajan (2014) introduced Fuzzy c 
means was an unsupervised clustering algorithm in 
which one elements belong to one or more clusters. 
Fuzzy c-means is advanced from k-means clustering 
and it did better work[8]. 
 
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
Input used for algorithm is scanned image with text 
only that contain some lines which are drawn by hand 
for summarizing some words in the form of lines and 
circles. Different methods are used for detection and 
removal of hand drawn annotations lines. Basically 
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this comes in preprocessing of OCR. In preprocessing 
of OCR some noises will occur with document image 
so for removing those noises preprocessing technique 
is used. In this paper presented segmentation and 
classification method to detect the annotated region in 
scanned document images. The steps involved in the 
algorithm of the proposed work has been written 
below: 

 
1. Input Scanned text document  RGB image.Input 

image=imread(‘image_name’) 
2. Convert RGB image into lab color space image 

for global color features. 
 

a) Evaluatethreshold that can be used to convert 
an rgb image to intensity image. 

b) The image has been stored in a matrix in 
which all channels are kept seperate. 

c) Then a single channel is selected l*a*b color 
space has been chosen for further 
processing. 

 
3. Apply Gabor filter for pre-processing of the 

image.  
 

a) Apply the Filter to the original standard 
image and store the mainly outputs for the 
Noisy image. 

b) To evaluate various parameters from the 
original and the output image it is 
compulsory to maintain the same size of the 
images. 

c) After run of all the parameters, all the values 
of parameters are computed by changing the 
Variances of the Gabor filters. The best 
value results are estimated and devise all 
with respect to their particular Variances. 

d) The gabor function does the filtering in 
desired directions and give more response to 
underline markings, characters, etc.  and 
diminshes the reaction of the background. 

 
4. After enhancing the image, fuzzy c-means 

method has been applied to divide the image into 
fix number of clusters.  

 
a) It uses the distance of intensity pixels to 

cluster the image. 
b) Randomly select cluster centers. 
c) Locate cluster carrying the annotated color      

pixels and store the co-ordinates. 
d) Calculate Fuzzy cluster 

 
5. Apply Artificial neural network for testing                  

and traning of image. 
a) Initializing parameters i.e. number of hidden 

layers, training function etc. for neural 
network. 

b) The neurons trained in training step are kept 
in an object which has been applied on each 

tested image. The neural training stores the 
information regarding the underlines and 
masked it in the tested image. 

 
6. Apply Inpainting for filling of lost of parts. The 

performance of the algorithm has been checked 
and and total annotated objects are counted 
which need to be removed by human observance. 

 
IV. RESULTS 
 
Different types of underlines and annotation lines are 
used detection and removal of lines in scanned image. 
The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB 2015a. 
Proposed algorithm has been applied on a dataset of 
optically scanned documents images. The main 
features of this method are that it detects the 
annotation line area and remove that area.This 
algorithm is also implemented on various lines like 
strikethrough, untouched, touched underlines, skewed 
lines, circular lines, text surrounding lines, broken 
underlines. In fig 1 neural network is trained for 
better results and training is done only once for 
image. After training of neural network in fig 2 each 
image is tested for detection and removal of 
annotation lines. Inpainting is used for filling the 
parts after removal of annotation lines 
 
A.Training of neural  network: 
 

 
Fig1Traning of inout data a) Input RGB image  b) converted to 

Lab color space c) lab color space  d) apply gabbor filter  e) 
fuzzy clustering   f) annotated area 
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B. Testing of neural network: 

 
Fig2 Testing of input (a) Cropped input image  (b) Annotation 

line  (c) Edge of annotation  (d) Inpainting result 
 
In fig 2 shows circular annotation testing and traning 
of neural network in testing a input image is taken of 
circular annotation for detection and removal. This is 
the example of cirrcular annotation all other example 
are tested. In this cropped image is used for detection 
and removal of annotated area. This circle shows the 
annotated area. İnpainting is used for filling the lost 
parts while removing the annotation. 
 

 
Fig3 Detection and removal of annotation lines 

 
In fig3 annotation lines are used detection and 
removal. Annotation lines are skewed lines, text 
surroundings lines, strikethrough lines, circular lines. 

Table 1 Annotation lines 

 
 
In table 1 result of annotation lines are shown this 
table contain image size which define the size of 
image then types of different annotation lines used for 
detection and removal it also define the total lines 
detected and removed. Elapsed time shows the time 
taken for execution of image. 
 

 
Fig 4 Different types of underlines 

 
In fig4 different documents are taken with different 
underlines like touched underlines, untouched 
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underlines, broken underlines and mixed line 
document is used in mixed line document different 
type of lines on one image. 

 
Table 2 Underlines results 

 
 
In table 2 underlines are used for detection and 
removal. This table clearly defines the total no lines 
on image drawn and how many lines are detected and 
removed. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this research work a new approach is used for 
detection and removal of lines in scanned images is 
implemented. The new approach is tested on various 
images. Existing system works only for underlines 
and other annotation this new approach will also 
work on strikethrough and also inpainting is used for 
filling the lost parts of image. The proposed 
technique work well for various kind of underlines 
and annotation lines like untouched underlines, 
touched underlines, broken underlines, strikethrough 
lines, circular annotation and other text surrounding 
lines. 
 
As future works, a proposed technique comes out to 
be very effective in detecting and removing 

annotation lines and underlines in various scanned 
documents. The proposed work can be extended in 
different directions. Inpainting method is used in this 
for document cleaning or to fill the spaces or regions 
those are occur while removing of underlines and 
annotations. Inpainting can be further extended for 
more improvement. In some images there are inks 
strokes that can be further continued for ink strokes 
marks removal. Detection and removal done on 
printed document it can also be tried on handwritten 
text. 
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